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Abstract
In the Bengali poetry's-court, the influence of the monsoon season seems to come back
again and again in a different form.The aesthetic-consciousness of the monsoon has given a
different-dimension to the monsoon from all seasons.Kalidasa's Meghdoot's form of rain or
aesthetics has been captured in Bengali poetry from the earliest times to the present day in
various ways with this unique idea.In our Bengali poetry, the description of the monsoon is
found in the poems of many medieval poets. Among them, the poet Kalidas and Joydev find rain
in their poems. Moreover, poets like Chandidas, Vidyapati, Govinda Das, Raishekhar, Manohar
Das, Basudev Ghosh all have descriptions of rain in their Vaishnava-verses. Where it can be seen
that each of them has expressed the depth of the love of Radha-Krishna by describing the various
forms of the monsoon.Besides, in the poems of Rabindranath Tagore, Amiya Chakraborty,
Nazrul Islam, Sudhindranath Dutt, Jasimuddin and other modern poets, the description of this
rainy season of Kalidasa's Meghdoot comes back in a new form.In this way, in the continuity of
the previous poets, in the future too, in the realm of poetry, the poem of the rain will get
immortality in its beauty.Like nature, the rainy season will get new-youth again and again.
Keywords : Poetry's-court, Different-dimension ,Aesthetic-consciousness, Vaishnava-verses,
Continuity , Immortality ,New-youth

Introduction
A new cloud in the sky,groaning in pain of his favorite separation 'Yaksha' in
Ramgiri hill asked for him. This cloud will be able to carry his message to your Alkapuri as an
envoy - to his beloved. But will the unconscious cloud be able to do this? The mind said it can.
In the introduction of 'Meghdoot' Kavya, the meaning of Yaksa's pain is revealed. The amazing
view of the rain, as well as the magic that awakens in our minds, also brings sadness to the exact
opposite. As the rain awakens in a new vibration, it can sink again in its generosity. In the
intense pain of the separation of the rain, the yaksha seems to have lost the knowledge of the
clouds and consciousness and asks to carry his message to his beloved.
It is because of this detached form of the monsoon that perhaps the magical form of
the monsoon from other seasons fascinates, moves and thrills us. Whose philosophy enchants our
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hearts and minds. Especially the raging waves of the rain wet our hearts and minds. Sometimes
we get lost in the dream world, sometimes we become anxious to see the beloved. Never again or
in the pain of the separation of a loved one do tears flow like rain on our foreheads. Then, as if
unknowingly, our ignorant mind sings"এভন দিনন তানয ফরা মায় /এভন ঘননঘায ফদযলায়এভন মভঘস্বনয ফাির-ঝযঝনয/তনীন ঘন তভায় ॥ "Rabindranath (on a rainy day)

The

culmination of Kalidasa's aesthetic consciousness is the poem 'Meghdoot'. The reunion of a
desperate lover is also where the appeal of aesthetic consciousness is not ignored.

Objective
As soon as the rainy season arrives, the human mind is overwhelmed by an
unknown call for love. However, despite the controversy, it can be said without hesitation that
the majority of imaginative prophetic people consider the rainy season as the season of love.
Many people call the rainy season as the season of love. When it is still raining, we see the
publication of poems by poets in various small dailies. Because in this season, along with
lasciviousness in nature, it also brings the tide of love in the human mind. Floating in that tide,
the poets express their longing for love in different poems. So the rain sometimes becomes the
catalyst of unmixed love, sometimes it becomes the vocal language of desire and longing. That is
why even though the monsoon is a thunderous cloud in song and prose literature, it captures the
monsoon to its full extent in poetry. In this way, perhaps, the boundaries of the poets' realm have
been expressed in a different form with this seasonal rain of nature in the ages. When a cloud of
heavy rain flies in the sky in a group, all the emotional minds also fly with the cloud in a world
of imagination. The happiness, sorrow, of the human mind became embodied in the clouds.
When the frozen black clouds in the sky fall on the earth as rain, it seems as if the rain has
become its cry. So he unites all the hardships and sorrows of his life with the rain. At that
moment, the rain seems to be more sympathetic to a detached person, whether he is a poet or not.
This detachment has been flowing from Kalidasa's Meghdoot to the Middle Ages, and the main
purpose of this article is to shed light on this subject.
Description of the subject
The envoy was advised to delay the curve for a while by responding to the
invitation to enjoy the vast beauty of the journey. If The Cloud had not flown over the Ramgiri
mountain on the first day of The rainy season, and the pain of separation would not have
awakened in the mind of Yaksha when he saw the cloud, could the cloud or this rain have
become a worthy supply of 'Kavya Devi?' The way in which the poet has tied the earthmountains-rivers in one tune is a fair comparison in world literature or in later Bengali literature.
Meghdoot is like a reflection of human eternity for ages. Buddhadeb Bose writes:
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„„ফলষা ও দফয এই দফলয় িুটি বাযতীয় কানফে আজ মষন্ত প্রধান নয় আনছ; তায একটি ভুখ্ে কাযণ, নে মনই,
মভঘিূনতয আফভান প্রদতদি। উবনয়য উৎভূর ফাল্মীদক নত ানযন, দকন্তু অনে নানা প্রঙ্গ মথনক কাদরিা
এই িু‟টিনক দফমুক্ত কনয দননয়দছনরন ফনরই তাযা উিয াধনকয নে দফনলবানফ ফেফামষ র।"
It is as if the whole universe, soaked in the tears of Kalidasa, looked at the clouds
and sang the song of separation together towards their beloved. Just as the stream of Ganga
extends the horizon and merges into the sea, all the sad songs become one, so the music of
Meghdoot reaches all the sad ones. Many years have passed since the composition of Meghdoot.
In this poem written by Kalidasa on the first day of the rainy season, in the new stream of rain, in
the soft shadow of the cloud, it takes a new form with new echoes.For a long time after
composing Meghdoot, moon and the stars, in the light of a soft lamp in the darkness of a gloomy
evening, has not been able to express the pain of her mind in a unique way even today.
The topic of rain in medieval literature
Medieval poets have also beautifully imagined the monsoon in the period of
'abhisar and birah.' In the same vein, Chandidas expresses his lovelessness in his verses.This
desolation of Chandidas seems to have changed his heart like a clear black cloud of rain. The
poet, who was weeping at the loss of his lover, could not find an opportunity to express himself
by comparing himself with anything else. The black cloud of the rain seen in the sight of the
heart seemed to him to be a suitable emotion. In the rainy season, when the clouds gather in the
sky, the horizon is filled with clouds, the darkness descends on the courtyard, just as if nature is
bewildered like pain. The form of nature and the human mind seem to complement each other "এনঘায যজদন মভনঘয ঘটা/মকভনন আইর ফানট
আদঙনায ভানঝ ফধূয়া দবদজনছ/মিদখ্য়া যাণ পানট।"
And in Vidyapati's writings, too, the monsoon is no less desolate
“এ দখ্ াভাদয িুনখ্য নাদ ওয/এ বযা বািয ভা ফািয ূনে ভদেয মভায।"
The
construction style of the above two poems can be said to be structural considering that a varied
and meaningful form of rain appears in the poems of the Middle Ages .
The poets of 'Mangalkavya' are also accustomed to associating personal
feelings with the natural features of different months or seasons in their descriptions of
'Barmasya.'
Talented medieval poet Kavikankan Mukundaram Chakraborty's 'Kalketu Upakhyane' describes
the grief of Kalketu's wife Fullara Barmas and tells about the rainy season.
জ ।/ ড় ড়
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Naturally, it seems to us that in the Kalketu episode of the 'Akhetik' section of
Mukundaram Chakraborty's 'Chandimangal' Kavya, the rain seems to carry the message of
impediment to earnings. Normally, when it rains in rural areas, the workload decreases. There is
no way to earn as there is thick water all around. As a result, the men of the village spend their
time lazily. The women sit in the house and do some handicrafts.For them, the grains earned in
other months of the year help them to satisfy their hunger. It is undeniable that the presence of
rain can be seen in medieval poetry. However, after the devotional poetry of the Middle Ages, in
the modern era, the theme of rain has also come in parallel with the melody of humanity in the
poetry of poets.
The topic of rain in modern literature
If we look at the poems of Rabindranath Tagore, how much the description of this
rain of Kalidasa's Meghdoot overwhelmed Rabindranath is not only in the poem 'Manshi', but
also in Meghdoot, there is infinite connotation form can be seen. Poet Rabindranath Tagore in
his poems expressed various forms of rain in the form of rain worship.The endless stream of rain
descended when the thick clouds of rain covered the sky and the Guru roared; The stream of rain
took him by the hand in the memorable days of childhood and adolescence. The poet's mind
became wet with the past. So when it rains, the mischievous child calls him by the hand, and the
poet is afflicted with nostalgia; That's when the rain fell in his poem:
"কনফ ফৃদি নেদছর,ফান এনরা মম মকাথা
দফ ঠাকুনযয দফনয় নরা কনফকায ম কথা।
ম দিনও দক এভদনতনযা মভনঘয ঘনঘটা
মথনক মথনক ফাজ দফজুদর দিদছর দক ানা।"
Michael Madhusudan Dutt, who in his early life neglected Bengali literature and
practiced foreign language literature, seems to have captured the rain in his poems as an amazing
force of nature. In his poems, the beauty of the rain and the human consciousness have become
one. With him the gods also seem to have declared the oneness of nature with humanity. In the
poem 'Barshakal', the poet Michael Madhusudan Dutt describes the form of rain as follows:
"গবীয গজষন কনয িা জরধয উথদরর নি-নিী ধযনীয উয
যভণী যভন রনয় ুনখ্ মকদর কনয িানফাদি মিফ মে ুদখ্ত অনন্তনয।"
Only Rabindranath Tagore and Michael Madhusudan Dutt?Wrote a poem titled 'Rain' by Amiya
Chakraborty. The first line of a poem is like a longing in Priya's anxious heart in the rain,
'„মকেঁ নিও ানফ না তানক ফলষায অজস্র জরাধানয‟'।
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In this poem, a fancy resemblance of human behavior with the behavior of nature has been
imagined. This is like another form, as if the time of creation is not fixed. Any moment can be a
creative moment.
The same form Kazi Nazrul Islam, a poet of rebellion and love, has compared the
rain to the restless girl in various connotations of nature. The artistic beauty of his poetry seems
to emanate from the soft touch of a cough flower. Kadam flower blooms in the garden in the
rainy season. The poet has beautifully expressed his amazing beauty. The wonderful dance of the
rain makes the poet tremble, overflows with joy, reveals the veil of the mind.The longing for
separation in the poet's poetry has blossomed in his description of the monsoon. How beautifully
he has portrayed in his poems the effect of this enchanting form of rain which intensifies the pain
of lovelessness in the human heart.
।/
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Reading this poem of Nazrul, it is clear that the rainy season is actually the season of
separation.
In Jasimuddin's 'Pallivarsha', an eternal form of rain has emerged. The villagers
became homeless due to the incessant flow. This is the rainy season when housewives are
weaving 'nakshi kantha.'Although the farmers return home tired from working in the fields, the
peasants make the house a workplace. As a result, the house became a cottage. Jasimuddin shows
that at this time women became active artists in creative work,
„„ফউনিয আজ মকানও কাজ নাই মফোয় ফােঁদধয়া যদ/ ভুদ্র কদর দকা ফুনাইয়া নীযনফ মিদখ্নছ ফদ /মকউফা
যদঙন কােঁথায় মভদরয়া ফুনকয স্বনখ্াদন,/তানয বালা মিয় িীঘর ুনতায় ভায়াফী নকা টাদন‟।
Maybe she's longing for the survival of the man in the woman's mind, for which
the mind has become a pig in the sleeve. She cries out in unison with the torrential
downpour.From the rain, to the first rain, starting from that Kalidasa, he is still writing to convey
the message of the poet's desperate heart to his beloved. Intoxicated, it makes people wet with
nostalgia. I remember how many forgotten memories of the lost days. When the sun goes down,
the blurred memory comes back on that rainy day with all its softness. So maybe Sudhindranath
Dutt could say –
“এখ্নও ফৃদিয দিনন ভনন নে তানক/ প্রানিদক োভদরভা মমই াাংশু াধাযনণে ঢানক/অভনই ম আন”(াংফতষ )।
Conclusion
Whoever comes is eternal, he is the first pain, that love. He is no longer
synonymous with rain.Kalidasa's piece Meghdoot's poems describe the cloudy nature and natural
beauty of villages and towns.New Year is separated from the beloved reunion, the river, the
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forest, the poet's relationship with the enchanted environment from the beginning to the next.The
idea of the pain of separation is derived from the poetry of Kalidasa's Meghdoot, and the
depression today's eternal humanity has felt the oneness of yaksha. It is as if the poets of the next
stage have recreated Meghdoot while describing the rain.
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